CHEMICALLY ABATED SLAB SOLUTIONS

STOP CONTAMINANT & CHEMICAL LEACHING IN ITS TRACKS

Chemical slab abatement can lead to product and installation failures (along with warranty headaches) when these chemicals penetrate the concrete and later compromise the integrity of recently installed floors. On top of that, many leveling and surface prep materials do little to stop this chemical migration, and most abatement methods require shotblasting along with multiple, time-consuming steps. Not with Maxxon — where others require a cap and other time-consuming, costly steps to lock down abatement chemicals and moisture, Maxxon has a time saving and cost-effective solution— Maxxon® Commercial Isolate. This means significant savings compared to other industry solutions, so you can take on chemically-abated slab and VCT jobs with confidence, knowing an isolation barrier you can trust is in place, all while saving time and money.
Our systems approach gives you a range of solutions you can trust. From cleaning and prepping problematic concrete slabs to underlayments and adhesives, we stand behind the quality of our products with industry-leading warranties. Pair this with letters of compatibility from leading flooring manufacturers and you can leave flooring failure worries behind.

**LETTER OF COMPATIBILITY/WARRANTY**

If the substrate is dirty or residue from abatement exists, apply Maxxon® Commercial Profile to clean the substrate. If the substrate has been thoroughly cleaned, this step may not be required.

Apply Maxxon® Commercial Isolate by rolling directly onto properly prepared abated concrete, to lock down moisture and chemical residue in concrete pores. After curing, your Isolation Barrier is complete.

Maxxon Commercial Isolate must be primed prior to underlayment installation. Simply follow standard Maxxon® Commercial Multi-Use Acrylic Primer installation procedures.

If leveling is needed, all Maxxon underlayments are approved to go over Maxxon Commercial Isolate as part of the warranted solution for chemically-abated slabs. See the individual data sheets for the selected underlayment for installation guidelines.